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\hs(riict U n d e rta k in g  the study o f  in te ra c tio n  o f  dyon w ith  the fie ld  o f another dyon, we have obtained  S -m a tr ix  expansion, scattering  
[upliimlc and total H am ilto n ian  for dyon-onti-dyon scattering. Study o f  bound state o f a dyon and an anti-dyon has been carried out and ii has been 
slin\ui ilial this state is very short lived  and decays in to four or six photons depending on the spin-staiistics o f the dyons involved
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Intniduction
AlUuncnl grand unified theorie.s which claim  to unify slrong, 
V cak and cleclrom agnetic forces, necessarily contain magnetic 
iminojiolc 111 as their intrinsic part and it is speculated that 
sc theories spearheaded with m onopoles and dyons |2 ,3 | 
iwhicli arises automatically from the semi classical quantization 
ul global charge ro ta tion  degree  o f freedom  of m agnetic 
immopolc) may be capable of providing answers to various 
piobkms lel't unresolved in standard model. M onopoles which 
uc iK'ccssanly dyons [4] have gathered enorm ous potential 
iinpoiiancc m connection with the problem of quark confinement 
magnetic condensation of vacuum and their role in catalyzing 
pinion decay [6 ] and  u n if ic a tio n  o f  g ra v ita tio n a l and 
daimmagnetic field [71. Actually, the experim ental failure so 
III lo observe m onopolc and dyon with certainly is itself a 
l^i-iiilicant piece of inform ation, casting doubts on either the 
i^ indard view of evolution o f universe or on the cherished belief 
b^oui particle physics at extrem ely short distances. Inspite of 
cnoirnou.s potential im portance o f these particles in all current 
grand unified theories and in m odem  high-energy physics, the 
l™alism necessary to describe m agnetically charged particle 
been clumsy and m anifestly non-covariant. The elegant 
and Yang [8 | fo rm alism  offered  som e hope for m ore 
^^ n^venieni treatment o f m onopoles, but it too appears to be 
cumbersome for problem  involving many monopoles. Brandit
'Co, A uthor
and Neri |9] showed that it is extremely difficult to extend Wu 
and Yang program to the full quantum field theory.
In order to develop a self consistent quantum field theory of 
generalized electrom agnetic field associated with dyons, the 
authors | lOJ started with the idea of Cabbibo and Ferrari f 11 ] of 
two four-potentials to avoid the use o f controversial string 
variables and introduced the generalized charge, generalized 
four-current and generalized four-potential associated with 
dyons as complex quantities with their real and imaginary parts 
are electric and magnetic constituents. We have also undertaken 
the study of bound states of two dyons and two fermions 112], 
Extending this work in the present paper, wc have undertaken 
the study of 5 -matrix expansion for dyon-anti-dyon scattering 
and obtained the expression for Hamiltonian for the system. We 
have obtained bound state solutions o f a dyon and an anti- 
dyon in abelian gauge theory and demonstrated that this state 
is very short lived.
2. S-matrix expansion for dyons
The free field Lagrangian density for a Dirac's particle may be 
chosen in the following form :
L=  +m)v^(jc) (2 .1)
which yields the field equation and its adjoint equation in usual 
way. When a relativistic Dirac's particle (dyon) interacts with
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generalized elcclrom agnetic field, this interaction is described 
by the minimal substitution
(2.10)
Pn -> p'n=
or
(2 .2)
wheie q is the charge of dyon defined as
q = e-if;. (2.3)
where c is the electric charge and  ^
These are rclaled in the following way
is the magnetic charge.
(2.4)
and IS Ihe potential of generalized electromagnetic field given 
by
(2 ..S)
where , the field tensor associated with generalised 
electromagnetic field, is given by
G =  F  -* fiv * /iv (211,
where
Wc gel the following coupled dyon-photon field equations 
{r^d^+m ) y/ix) = i\q\Y  ^\ V^\y/(x)
(2.l2hi
In order to obtain the perturbative series solutions (/< 
where and arc electric and niagnelic four-potenlials of ‘^ -matrix expansion), we may w rite the 5-matrix expansion. h\
dyon respectively.
With this substitution of (2.2) the Lagrangian densily (2.1) 
of free D irac’s particle is modified to the following form :
choosing the perturbation H am iltonian //^(r) in^he inicracDin! 
picture, as '
5 = 5^ ^  J dt ,  jr/r,.... j dt„ P [ H ,  ( I , ) H ,  (r,). .H,
(X)lAx) = -yf(x)^y^[df, +
= /^)(T)-t- Lfix ). (2 .6 )
i l j
where P  i.«j the Dyon chronological product and A/^ (M is dcliiku 
where /-<)( v) is the free field Lagrangian density given by eq. as
(2 .1) and Ly (.v) is the interaction Lagrangian density given by 
L,(x) = iyf(x)y^ l<7l|v,,|v/(.r). (2.7)
lljix) in this equation is given by cq. (2.9). Subslilulini; iIk 
where the genenili/cdrour-cuiTcnt density J^(x) isdclinedas valueofW/f)fromeq.(2.14)ineq. (2 13).wegcl
H ,(t) = jd x H ,{x ) . 1214'
= i^e\j/(x)y^ y/(x)-if!\i/{x)y^ V '(o]
= 'V V '(O y „  1/ ( 0 , (2 .8)
/i-O
X p \ , r [ / / , ( A , ) / / , ( X 2 )...W ,(A-„)], (2I.‘
where v) and arc electric and magnetic four current where T denotes the W ick's chronological product. Followi^ i
the usual process for obtaining various scattering proa^s v 
obtain
densities. The interaction Hamiltonian densily is given by 
H ;( .v) = - (Io>!^(.v) 7 ^ |v^ |v/( .v) = - (I^ 1 N (^ ^ |V '^ ,|v')^  • (2.9)
The com plete Lagrangian densily for a dyon m oving in the 
generalized electrom agnetic field of another dyon is given by
L(x) = -\jf{x)^y^[d^-i\q\\vJ^) + mY{x)-^G^^{x)G>^''(x)
X:W'
X (x ,)i/'"(jC 2 )y^  (JC|-X 2 )] tiv
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- 5 Mi' f -AT,)
(2tr)
p'r*'‘2
lorilyon-anti-dyon scattering. Carrying out integration over x, 
jnd we have
^(2tr)‘^ S \ K - p :  + p_) i2n)* 5 ^ - / £ '  -  p ;  +  p  J . (2.17) 
Subslituting the relation (2.17) in eq. (2.16), we gel
[5^-’] = i(2n -)‘‘ 5 ‘'(p +  + p . - p ; - p l )
m
(2.18)
Ax) — ^ 2  ’^ 0« -
An
K^-w^lc
Then the first term o f the scattering am plitude [eq. (2.19)] is
= - R c ( w * ) [ ( « :  r o « - ) (« +  y o « ; ) o ,
+ ( « - r i « - ) ( « + x t O A t  ]•
*'00
If all terms in 1/c are neglected, the second term in the braces 
vanishes, and the first term gives
=-4m^(K-:<“>*K-i‘»)(y«>*w ;‘“') t / (A r ) .  (2 .22)
where
U{K) = (2.23)
(2.16) and denote the spinor (two components) amplitudes
of the non-relativistic plane waves.
In the next ap p rox im ation  (w ith  respect to 1/c), the 
Schrodinger wave function of the frec-panicle 0 ^^ ,^ (normalized
by the integral satisfies the equation
where Feynman am plitude for the system is given by
[ « ( p i ) y p « 0 » - ) ] { D /( x :) } ^ jH ( ”p + )y v M rK )]  
\\hich may be written as follows for dyon-anti-dyoli system ;
A/1, =  -  Re(<79* )[u ( p i  )Y^u(p_ )]D^y{K)[u{-p^.)rvU{~p '^ .)] 
+ Rc( (/<7*)[i7 (-Pt^ )y  p«( p _ )] ( ^ ) [ “  ( p O y  v“ (“  P+)] • (2.19)
wficic Rc(ry^*) = e ' + =\q\^  ,
ihc (irst term of this equation corresponds to the scattering 
pioccss and second to the annihilation process. Let us assume 
ihc first term of eq. (2.19) that the two particles are same, with 
mass ni. TTie subsequent calculations are considerably simplified 
!l the photon propagator D^^(K) is chosen not in the ordinary 
gauge but in the Coulom b gauge.
5/*--^ I-(2.20)
ch
= -----^ 2 .P  = - / W
2m 8m (2.24)
which includes the next tenn in the expansion of the relativistic 
expression for the kinetic energy. The (spinor) amplitude of this
plane wave will be denoted w, which lend to w^^^as / ^  “ > (^  •
The bispinor amplitude u of the free particle can be expressed 
in terms o f Schrodinger am plitude w, with sufficient accuracy, 
by [15]
I
This form ula gives
UIyo -^ — uL u_ = 2m 1 -
(2.25)
p-‘ +p:
8m‘c^
w . w_
+ .......p'_)(a-p_)w_
2mc~
= 2mw'l 1-
8/n^c^
i a - Kx  p_ 
4m c^^
h ')K_ = ( j / ) w l ’[tT(<7p_) + (<Jpl)<T]vt'.
= OO^- l i O x K  + 2p.+  #(]w .,
where K = pi  -  p.  = p+ -  p'+. The corresponding expressions 
for (w+y o«+) and («+)«;) differ in that the suffix -  is replaced 
' '  ^ by + and by -  AT. We now substitute these expressions in
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eq. (2 .2J). Since the product (ulyu^){u^yuD already contains 
the factor ^ 2  , the term denominator ot may
be neglected. The is then
4;r _ 4;r
=  T y  =  2
^ ^ 1.2- i t '
M'r,
where
\J(p_,p^,K) = -47lRe(qq*)\ \ +-^ ^
_K 4m c m K
.  ^  ^ I In the present case p_ and since the panicles ar
= “ 4w |^^ h’1 w^U(p_, p^, K )  H ' _ J  (2.26) almost non-relativistic, we have
(0^  (e + ^ 2 2  ( \2 .9
= ------- » ( p + + p _ )  3 * ^  (23,
c c ’
For photon propagator it is therefore sufficieni to wiuc
The amplitude m(p ) in the zero-order approximation is gi\^ f
the suffix -  and + lo the Pauli matrices indicate the .spinor indices 
on which they act, (J_ act on w and on .
P^ p , / a .  Kx p_ 1 0 _ Kxp^ i a ^  Kxp^
2 1^2 ni K A m- c - K ' ^
i a ^  K x  p ( a ^  K ) ( o ^  K )
-f*
2nC A m -c ^ K ^ A 1 2 \’Am c
u(-p_) = y l(2 m ) ,u(-p+) = -J(2m)
' 0
(0)
< 0  > M'\ y
The function \J(p. ,p^,K) is the particle interaction
;rator in the momentum representation. We obtain where wi , are the .hree dimensional sbinors, the uhJlm
(0) will henceforward be omitted. With these amplitudes wc luu
...... ........... ........ ......... -  f------------
ofierator in the o entu  representation. e obtain
I l( n n Rc(qq*)7th‘ Rc(qq*)
n iT *  I n r c '^ r
r.ir.p )p,
P- P i  +
Rc{ qq*)ti Re(ofl*)+ -^--rT '-xp_ a  —  , rx p ,
4 m ~ c ’ r  4 m "c ^ r
Kt{qq*)hr ,  Kc{qq*)tr+ — f ^ r x p .  C T ^ - r x p , . ( T . -----
2m c r  4 n rc ^
CT_ CT^  ^(a_-r)(rT^ r) Stt ^— ----- 3 ------------------------- ,(j^d(r)
'^(-P+)7oW (P ) = w * (-p + )w (p -)  = 0 , 
u (-p ,)y u (p .)  = u*(-p^ )004ip^) = 2ni{\i'*cnv )
On substuting of these expressions, the annihilation lernm 
the scattering amplitude (2.19) becomes
l i^unn) = -  (2m)"(vi'*oVi^_)(M'' *m ')
nrc
The anti-dyon amplitudes are got from u(~p )^ by cIuili 
conjugtion and corresponding spinors (which arc denoicd h' 
w^) are related to vv by
(2.28)  ^ whence 
w* = G^ ,w^  = -w^a = -a  ywl ar^in coordinate representation by the usual techniques.
The total Hamiltonian of the two particle system in this Secondly, the scattering am plitude must be broughi to 
l is  form in which the dyon spinors (w and w'_ ) arc contracted arapproximation is
W = rti“> + / / f + U ( p _ , p , . r ) ,
where is Ihe free particle Hamiltonian and
eq. (2.24) is given as
(2.30)
Let us now consider the transformation of the second term Finally, expressing w 
of the eq. (2.19). Here, we use the photon propagator in the 
ordinary gauge ;
am___, ______________
likewise the anti-dyon spinors (w^ and < ) .  This is achiever 
(2.29) \yy means of the formula
(h'*OW_)^w1*OVv'J = w ')
j( iv * a w '). (2341
and w' in terms of and by (2 33)
[w *w ') = j
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(w*aw') = -{w' '^‘crw .^y (2.35)
Sub.siituting eq. (2.35) in (2.34) and then in eq. (2.32), we 
,,biain the final expression fo r the annihilation  part of the
i,i.aiiciing am plitude;
,.fffR e (9 < ? * ), ,  ^
-4 m  w .  --------- 5 -y - ^ ( 3  +  (T+ <t _ )
L 2m^c^ ■ (2.36)
The expression in the square brackets is the interaction 
(ipcraior in the m om entum  representation. The corresponding 
.oiirdinate operator is
(/<""'"(r) =
‘ w here
TCh^Rciqq*) 
Im h^
(3+cr^.<T_)5(r), (2.37)
r = r  - r , .
The lotal dyon-anti-dyon interaction operator is U  + 
i will) anti given by cqs. (2.28) and (2.37) re.spectivcly.
'Thcielnrc,
= - ( d V >  +  < £ l ± £ ! ^ 5 , , l
r m e
w  =  £ — l U X i + v  + v  +V3 ,
m r
m e
2m
P ) P
3 ( e N ^
2 « 2 2 32m c r
V. ^ [ ( j r ) ( j  r) 1 ^2]
m c (3,1)
Here hi = rx p  is the orbital angular momentum operator, 
 ^ = Y (a^, + r j_ ) is the total spin operator of the system, square 
of which is s ^  = 1  (3 + * a _ ) .  includes all the purely orbital
correction terms, includes the spin-orbit interaction and V, 
includes the spin-spin and annihilation interactions.
The unperturbed Hamiltonian
2nrc~r P -  +
r ( r p . ^ p ^
+ / ^ - T ’r4m c r' 4m c r
 ^ 2 V V'^P- o^ -ry .p ^  a _ ]  im 'c r
. I ' A 2(e + g )h
4m-c^
A a . r ) ( a ^ r )
3 ^r
8;r
— (T. CT+5(r)-2ff(3+CT+ <T.)5(r) (2.38)
P ' (3.2)
naturally differs from the Hamiltonian of dyonium [ 13J only in 
that the mass of the dyon is replaced by the reduced muss ~ m. . 
The energy levels o f anti-dyonium  therefore, have absolute 
values which arc half o f those for dyonium [131
y 1 2 V ^m{e + g  )
(3.3)
Bound state of a dyon and an anti-dyon in abelian gauge
eor>
resu lts  obtained in the previous section can be applied to 
‘h-dyunium (i.e. bound state o f a dyon and an anti-dyon). In 
c ccnirc-of-mass system , the dyon and anti-dyon m omentum 
pcrLUois in a n t i-d y o n iu m  are  p . = - p + -  p  ^ w h ere  
' -ihV is the operator o f the m om entum  of relative m otion 
^rresponjing to the relative position vector r  = r .  - r ^  . The 
Hamiltonian for the system  is
where n is the principal quantum  number. The remaining tenns 
in eq. (3.1) cause a splitting of the levels of cq. (3.3). The resulting 
levels are classified prim arily by the values of the total angular 
momentum J,  We also observe that particle spin operator appear 
in Hamiltonian (3.1) only through the sum 5. This means thal the 
Hamiltonian com mutes with the squared total spin operator 
i.e. the values of the total spin continues to be conserved in the 
approxim ation considered. The energy levels of anli-dyonium 
can therefore be classified by the total spin, which takes the 
values j  = 0 and j  = I . The levels with spin-o arc called para-anti- 
dyonium levels, and those with spin-1 are ortho-anti-dyonium 
levels. The orbital magnetic m oment of anti-dyonium is always 
zero, since for it x  = r .  x p_ and we have the operator
/ 2 , - 2x1/2
( r . x / ^ + - r , - X P - )  = 0 '2mc
(3.4)
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The spin magnetic moment operator,
- — 'I----------)
2 m c
(3.5)
is not proportional to the total spin operator s = + < 7_),
and the operator and do not commute. The splitting in 
energy (fine structure) is given by the mean value of correction 
terms in the Hamiltonian (3.1), calculated by means ol the wave 
lunclions of the unperturbed stales with different values of J  =
I 1 - 0 ,  1....... (/i-"l )|. When v =  0 ,  the only non-zero contributions
come from and the second term in We have obtained the 
required energy levels of para-anti-dyonium as
I  ^ nl
4/]^ tr
I 11
(3.6)
where «  is the fine structure constant for the system, given by 
/4 ; r e ( , / i ( -
rhe main processes, which determines the lifetime of anti- 
dyonium  , are therefore four-photon decay for para-anti- 
dyonium and six-pholon decay lor orlho-anli-dyonium. The 
annihilation ol a dyon and an anti-dyon (with four momenta/? 
and p )^ to form four-photon (two of them corre.sponding to 
electric charge ol the system having momenta and and 
two-photon corresponding to magnetic charge of the system 
which are extraordinarily energetic having momenta and K'.,) 
(I4 ,I5 |. This is shown in Figure 1. Similarly, for oriho-anli- 
tlyonium decay lorm six-pholon (three of them corresponding 
to electric charge of the .system having momenta AT,, K, and 
and three-photon corresponding to magnetic charge of the 
system which are extraordinarily energetic having momenta K\, 
K\ c\n(]K\). This process is shown in Figure 2.
k,.k',
‘V \A a a a a a /> p . (q)
Let be the cross section for four-photon decay ol a fr
pair average over the spin directions o f both particles in /  
non-relativistic limit
4  4ne c reg c
^ ~  2 4  2  4m e- V nTc V (l?!
where v is the relative velocity o f the particles. The annihiluu,,, 
probability m'4^ is obtained on multiplying hy i|,(. 
density v lv 'fO )!'. The norm alized wave function V^ (/ 
dyonium ground state is given as
. ,  , 1¥ ir)=  q - , a =
+g‘ ] lU,
where a is the Bohr radiu.s o f anti-dyonium  and m is the 
dyon. The mean decay probability ^ 4  ^ i.s related to iliepuu 
anti-dyonium decay probability w„ in the following manner
= 7 ‘^ b •
\
l-'V;
Ho = 4 |v^ (0 ) |- (v(T 4 ,^ ^ ^
With the help o f eqs. (3.7), (3.8) and (3.10), we gel 
_ m ( e ‘'> + e ' / + 3 e ' ’g^+3e'*g-’ )
2 / iV ’
2 /iV ^
Thus, the lifetime o f para-anti-dyonium  is
* V W V X rS /W V "...... -p  (-q)
k,. k' ‘ K,k;i
kj,, k j
^ V V \A /W V ^
/W \A A A A n /V * - "-»
k,.k;
(a) Four photons decay
P .(q )
- “ P, (-q ) -P , (-q )
(b) Six photons decay
^ Figure 2.
Solid black w avy lines denote ordinary photons corresponding to electric  
charge G re y  w a v y  lin es  denote  e x tra  o rd in a r ily  e n e rg e tic  photons  
corresponding to m agnetic charge.
In these figures AT,, and Af, arc the m om enta o f photons corresponding 
to e le c tr ic  charg e  and  AT',, K \  and K \  are the m o m en ta  o f  photons  
corresponding to m agnetic charge
ih
m e
= 2.648963 x 10" seconds L'l
This process is shown in Figure 1. Similarly, we can slu’w 
that the decay probability o f ortho-anti-dyonium , related loihe 
spin averaged cross section for six-photon decay of a free pul'll 
is given by
H 'i = ^ ‘V 6 y = 7 M 0 f ( v ( 7 6 y )
V -+0
The statistical weight o f the spin-1 being 3/4. As such, "i 
may mention that '
4 ( 7 T ^ - 9 ) c a , /  4in^-9)cagg*
^ 6y ~
3vm^c* 3vm^c*
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Substituting the value of in eq. (3.13) and using eq. 
i3 K), wcget
W, =
9;rftV
2m (e^^g^ f{rt^-9 )ocy
97th^c^
1 he lifetime of ortho-anti-dyonium is therefore
(3.15)
9k ft 
2 / - 2
2 m c - ( K - 9 )  a ,  a
+ - 7  = 2.9866 XI O'" secondso
(3.16)
whiL-li can be represented diagramalically as shown in Figure 2.
4. Conclusion
f (] (2.10) IS the Lagrangian density for a dyon moving in the 
i!Liicralizcd electromagnetic field (of another dyon) which leads 
10 ihc coupled field eqs. (2.12a) and (2.12b). Eq. (2.15) is the 
V Ilium X expansion and with the help of this equation wc have 
.)hi;iined scattering amplitude for dyon-anti-dyon system 
ilotincd by eq. (2.19). From eq. (2.19), wc have obtained the 
iiiiciaclion operator ((7+ described by eq. (2.38). Eq. (3.1) 
IS ilic Hamiltonian for anti-dyonium, eq. (3.6) is the energy levels 
n! para anlidyonium and eq. (3.7) is the cross section for four- 
pliuum decay. Eq. (3.12) describes the lifetime of para-anti- 
Jvonium which is 2.648963 x 1 0 "^ "^ seconds. This lifetime is very 
small in comparison to the lifetime of para positronium (1.23 x 
10,"Seconds). Eq. (3.16) describes the lifetime of ortho-anti- 
dvnimmi (2.9866 x 1 0  seconds) is also very small in
comparison to the lifetime of ortho-positronium (1 . 4  x 1 0 "^  
seconds). It implies that this bound state is very short- lived 
and it decays in to two modes. For para-anti-dyonium, we get 
almost instantly four-photon and for ortho-anti-dyonium, we 
get six-photon, three of which must be highly energetic.
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